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     Call Us: 0118 966 5656
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    AWARD WINNING 
 
 Best in patient care 2022
 
  Read More  
  TRUSTED BY DENTISTS AND PATIENTS 
 
 Delivering advanced treatments and general dentistry
 
  Read More 
  SPECIALIST REFERRAL CENTRE
 
 We have one mission: Highest Level of Dental Care.
 
  Read More 
  GENERAL FAMILY DENTISTRY 
 
 Your safety, protection and comfort is paramount. We care for you individually.
 
  Read More 
  INVISALIGN® FOR ORTHODONTICS
 
 What would you like to change about your smile?
 
  Read More 
  RESTORE YOUR LIFE WITH IMPLANTS
 
 Join us at our next patient event 
 
  Book your free place  
  PROUD OF OUR FEEDBACK
 
 What our patients say speaks volumes
 
  READ MORE 
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        Dentists in Reading
Welcome to Gipsy Lane Advanced Dental Care
Gipsy Lane Advanced Dental Care is an award-winning private dentist in Reading, offering both general dentistry for all the family as well as more specialist procedures.
We’re renowned for providing excellent standards of care whilst using the most scientifically advanced techniques and cutting-edge technology, but our clinic has been designed to be a home away from home. We don’t operate in a clinical setting, instead opting for a welcoming and comfortable environment where you can feel relaxed and at ease.
Our doors are always open for new customers. Offering a range of treatment types with various payment options available, you can get the smile you deserve without worrying about the cost.
We don’t get five-star reviews at our Reading dentist for no reason. The hard work and precision provided by this dentist in Reading ensure reliable treatments and the results you deserve. To book an appointment, contact us today.
 
 
     
 
 
      Dental Implant Patient Event   
 
 
   Multidisciplinary Team
Gipsy Lane, Dentist in Reading has a large team of specialists with a wealth of knowledge and expertise, from a range of disciplines.
Dental Specialists
Our dental specialists have a perfect blend of skills to ensure every patient whatever their requirements, receives the treatment they need from a Dentist in Reading.
Precision and Excellence 
Technological excellence from Dentist Reading without compromising patient care ensures the perfect balance of professional etiquette and customer comfort.
Trusted by Dentists and Patients
Our team of dentists and dental hygienists deliver advanced treatments and general dentistry. We have 35 years of expert practice, over 3000 successful dental implants placed & more than 30 local dentists referring their patients to us.
If you’re looking for a reliable dentist in Reading, we’re just a phone call away. Call 0118 4675527 to chat with a member of our team directly. Alternatively, you can enquire via email – make sure to include as much information about the treatment you’re interested in as possible, and we’ll get back to you as soon as we can with a recommended procedure.
A caring friendly practice always striving to provide high quality service and exceptional standards in all aspects of dental care.
 
 
 
 
 
        Frequently Asked Questions
 
 
     
         How much is it to see a dentist in Reading?   
 
   Whilst we appreciate that seeing the dentist can be a costly affair, the team here at Gipsy Lane Advanced Dental Care have worked very hard to make sure we’re as affordable and accessible as possible to all of our patients. Whether it’s a general check-up or a specialist treatment, we’ve made all of our prices completely transparent, so that there are never any nasty or unexpected surprises. 
We also offer finance options too, because we realise that certain dental treatments are a huge investment. If there’s a treatment you want or need, we don’t believe money should get in the way, and hope our range of options helps you to achieve the smile of your dreams. 

 
 
          What dental treatments are available at your dentist in Reading?   
 
   With so many areas of dentistry existing, it can often be the case that you need to go to different specialists for different types of treatment. The good news is that here at Gipsy Lane Advanced Dental Care, we aim to make it easier for you to be seen in one place, by one team, which is why we offer a wide range of treatments. Our multidisciplinary team offer a wealth of treatments, including: 
	Tooth whitening 
	Veneers 
	Hygienist 
	Family Dentistry 
	Smile makeovers 
	Endodontics 
	Periodontics 
	Dental implants 
	Facial aesthetics 
	Invisalign 
	And much more!

Whether it’s general dentistry, specialist treatment or something else, we’re pretty confident we can be of some help. 

 
 
          How often should I be visiting the dentist?   
 
   Typically, all patients should be visiting their dentist twice a year, that’s once every six months. However, this will vary depending on your oral health requirements, and whether you’re in need of specialist care. For example, a patient with gum disease or who is undergoing orthodontic treatment will need to see us more regularly. 
Your dentist will be able to advise you during your appointment on when you need to come back, but it’s worth noting that if anything changes, you can get back in touch with us at any time. 

 
 
          I’m scared of the dentist – can you help?   
 
   Yes! We appreciate how daunting a dental clinic can be to some patients, which is why we work hard to make ours feel like a home away from home. Our dental clinic in Reading is very unique in that we’ve avoided anything clinical in our waiting area to help patients relax and unwind better. We also have a wealth of experience working with nervous patients, and put extra measures in place should you need them to help you relax during your appointments. 
Practical help is available in the form of IV and oral sedation, which will help you to physically relax, without losing consciousness and will also remove any type of pain altogether. 
If you’re a nervous patient, don’t let that stop you from seeking treatment. Instead, get in touch with our team who’d be happy to help. 
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   All Our Services
 From simple dentistry to full smile makeovers, Gipsy Lane Advanced Dental specialists provide excellent dental care alongside the very latest technology for all the family.
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 Our Clinical Expert Says “We understand that choice is vital for...
 Read More  
  [image: Dental light]   Specialist Dentistry
 Our Clinical expert says “Multi disciplined and all under one ro...
 Read More  
  [image: periodontics]   Periodontics
 Periodontics, Reading (Gum Disease) Periodontal disease does not just ...
 Read More  
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 Where advanced technology meets a personal service Here at Gipsy Lane ...
 Read More  
  [image: family dentistry]   Family Dentistry
 “I Absolutely love this practice and all the staff. As an extremely ...
 Read More  
  [image: patient in chair]   Dental Implants Reading
 https://www.gipsylane.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Copy-of-dental-...
 Read More  







 
     

 
  
  Dentist in Reading - Opening Hours
 	Days	Hours
	Monday - Thurs	8.00am - 8.00pm
	Friday	8.00am - 5.00pm
	Saturday	8.00am - 1.00pm
	Sunday	Closed

 
 Our Address
 5a Gipsy Lane, Earley, Reading, Berkshire, RG6 7HF
 Emergency Dental Information
 Dental Referral
 CT Scan Request
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However you may visit Cookie Settings to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie settingsACCEPT



Manage consent
     Close       Privacy Overview
  This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
 
  
 
     Necessary     Necessary  
  Always Enabled  
   Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously. 	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.


 
 
 
    Functional    functional 
 
   Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features. 
 
 
 
    Performance    performance 
 
   Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors. 
 
 
 
    Analytics    analytics 
 
   Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc. 
 
 
 
    Advertisement    advertisement 
 
   Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads. 
 
 
 
    Others    others 
 
   Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet. 
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